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            Abstract
Cell replacement therapies for neurodegenerative disease have focused on transplantation of the cell types affected by the pathological process. Here we describe an alternative strategy for Parkinson's disease in which dopamine neurons are generated by direct conversion of astrocytes. Using three transcription factors, NEUROD1, ASCL1 and LMX1A, and the microRNA miR218, collectively designated NeAL218, we reprogram human astrocytes in vitro, and mouse astrocytes in vivo, into induced dopamine neurons (iDANs). Reprogramming efficiency in vitro is improved by small molecules that promote chromatin remodeling and activate the TGFβ, Shh and Wnt signaling pathways. The reprogramming efficiency of human astrocytes reaches up to 16%, resulting in iDANs with appropriate midbrain markers and excitability. In a mouse model of Parkinson's disease, NeAL218 alone reprograms adult striatal astrocytes into iDANs that are excitable and correct some aspects of motor behavior in vivo, including gait impairments. With further optimization, this approach may enable clinical therapies for Parkinson's disease by delivery of genes rather than cells.
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                    Figure 1: Human astrocytes can be reprogrammed with NeAL218.[image: ]


Figure 2: Small molecules increase maturation of human-astrocyte-derived iDANs.[image: ]


Figure 3: NeAL218 reprograms astrocytes into iDANs in vivo.[image: ]


Figure 4: Reprogramming of adult striatal astrocytes into functional iDANs by NeAL218 in vivo.[image: ]


Figure 5: iDANsNeAL218 induce behavioral recovery in a mouse model of Parkinson's disease.[image: ]
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Change history
	19 April 2017
In the version of this article initially published, in the paragraph before the Discussion, the sentence that read in part “…the very high levels of DA that are required in the synapses to induce circling behavior…” should have read “…the very high levels of DA that are required in the synapses to reduce circling behavior…” The error has been corrected for the print, PDF and HTML versions of this article.
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Integrated supplementary information

Supplementary Figure 1 Characterization of hIA cultures and midbrain markers after iDAN reprogramming.
a. Uninfected hIAs do not spontaneously become TH+ in MP media at day 17. b. hIAs infected with GFP show a high infection efficiency in MP media at day 17 c. Gene expression analysis by real-time q-PCR revealed an increase in multiple mDA markers in hIA cultures treated with AL-MP, AL218-MP or NeAL218-MP at day 10. Data are shown as fold increase over control cells. * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01, n≥3, n.d.: not detectable


Supplementary Figure 2 Properties of hIA-derived iDANsNeAL218-RTMP cells.
a. Percentage of hIAs that become TH+ after infection with NeAL218 in RTMP conditions at day 4(n=3) and day 10(n=3). b. hIAs infected with NeAL218 in RTMP conditions at day 4 (scale bar 50μm) c. Illustration of the experiment for doxycycline withdrawal. d. hIAs infected with NeAL218 and cultured in RTMP for 13 days, but with only 7 or 10 days of doxycycline supplementation (scale bars 50μm). e. Bright field image of a representative hIA infected with NeAL218 and treated with RTMP media, probed by patch-clamp electrophysiology with its current profile (f) depicted in voltage-clamp mode. g. Current clamp recordings show the presence of hIA-derived iDANsNeAL218-RTMP capable of generating single action potential upon current injection (5, 20 and 30 pA). h. Vertical box plots, reflecting amplitudes of outward and inward currents in control (n=16) and NeAL218-infected hIAs cells with RTMP protocol (n=12). Whitney Rank Sum Test for outward currents p = 0,043; for inward currents p < 0,001. i. Pie chart depicting the fraction of hIA-derived iDANsNeAL218-RTMP generating single action potentials among the 12 cells probed * p<0.05 and ** p<0.01.


Supplementary Figure 3 Properties of hPA-derived control and iDANsNeAL218-RTMP cells
a. Efficient expression of GFP by hPAs in RTMP media at day 17. b. Uninfected hPAs do not become TH+ in RTMP media at day 17 (scale bar 50μm). c. Representative voltage-clamp (top) and current-clamp (bottom) recordings from control-RTMP hPAs cells. Control cells did not generate any action potential (AP). d. Comparison of gene expression by real-time q-PCR of hPAs treated with control-RTMP or NeAL218-RTMP at day 10. Data are mean ± s.d. FOXA2 was compared to untreated cells at day 0, as Foxa2 mRNA was undetectable in control-RTMP cells at day 10.


Supplementary Figure 4 Characterization of the 6-OHDA lesion model, transduction of the GFAP-tTA mice and reporter activity of the GFAP-tTa;SLC6A3cre/+;Rosa26RTomato mice.
a. Ventral midbrain cryosection of GFAP-tTA adult mice infected in the striatum with NeAL218 for 13 weeks (scale bar 50μm). Comparison of the right and left substantia nigra showing the effect of the 6-OHDA injection in the ipsilateral medial forebrain bundle. b. Striatal cryosections of GFAP-tTA adult mice 2 weeks after unilateral 6-OHDA (scale bar 100μm) showing loss of TH and increase in GFAP in the ipsilateral striatum. c. Striatal cryosections of GFAP-tTA adult mice infected with GFP for 2 weeks (scale bar 25μm). d. Striatal cryosections of GFAP-tTA adult mice infected with GFP for 13 weeks (scale bar 10μm). e. Striatal cryosections of GFAP- tTa;SLC6A3cre/+;Rosa26RTomato adult mice infected with GFP for 5 weeks (scale bar 10μm). f. Cryosection of adult GFAP-tTa;SLC6A3cre/+;Rosa26RTomato mice showing the functionality of the reporter mice in the intact contralateral side of 6-OHDA lesioned mice infected with GFP or NeAL218 for 5 weeks (scale bar 10μm).


Supplementary Figure 5 Characterization of in vivo iDAN reprogramming by NeAL218.
a. Diagram depicting am alternative strategy used to visualize in vivo reprogrammed mature iDANs: GFAP-tTA; SLC6A3Cre/+ mice and flex-tdTomato virus. b. Time-lapse microphotographs showing release of a fluorescent dopamine derivative, FFN 206, upon KCl-induced depolarization in acute brain slices of GFAP-tTA adult mice, 5 weeks after NeAL218 or GFP injection (scale bar 25μm). c-e. Electrophysiological recordings at 5 weeks showing NeAL218-induced SLC6A3Tomato+ cells unable to generate action potentials in voltage clamp mode (c: voltage clamp profile, n=19 out of 28) or able to generate single action potentials upon somatic current injection (n=4 out of 28 in d and e, showing voltage-clamp and current clamp profiles, respectively). f. Control GFP+ cells recorded in voltage-clamp configuration (polarization for 100 ms from -100 to + 50 mV, n=9; 2 examples are presented) showed outward voltage-gated currents but no inward voltage gated (sodium/calcium) currents. g. Net rotations after systemic amphetamine administration to control and 6-OHDA lesioned GFAP-tTA mice ± intrastriatatal GFP or NeAL218 for 5, 9 or 13 weeks. GFP n = 6; NeAL218, n = 7. Two Way RM ANOVA with time effect F(4,44) = 34,75; p < 0,0001 and subject matching F(11, 44) = 7,908; p < 0,0001 followed by Fisher’s comparison (for GFP: naïve vs lesion p = 0,0003; W5 vs lesion p = 0,0125; W9 vs lesion p = 0,0039 and W13 vs lesion p = 0,0122 and for NeAL218: naïve vs lesion p < 0,0001; W5 vs lesion p = 0,0813; W9 vs lesion p = 0,0011 and W13 vs lesion p = 0,0649).
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